


can only guess other bodies must have objected for there not to be a vis ble network in Scotland. 

Noted: a clarity needed for parental rights with older ‘children’ with disability – as noted: ‘agency worker’ with ‘family rights’ or ‘employee’ with ‘parental rights’, or

disability and carer third party rights. And which ‘detriments’ fit a ‘workers … dismissal … detriment’ and an ‘employees … dismissal … detriment … unfair’. Thus,

there may be an indirect disability discrimination here? In UNISON UKSC 2017’s own misunderstanding of ‘parents’ with care of children, as they are not parent

carers of children with disabilities no matter their age. Parent carers seem to be thrown into ‘flex ble working’ jurisdictions. Other equality seems to protect older

age under some areas of ‘training and study’. 

Noted; ‘just and equitable’ – being of a series of such acts detriments such as whistleblowing injuries, personal injury, discrimination do continue to affect.

Consultation Question 2: Should there be any extension of the primary time limit for making a complaint to employment tribunals, either

generally or in specific types of case? (Please see paragraph 2.61 of the consultation paper.)

Yes, generally

Please expand on your answer. :

Where mental ill health is known to be an outcome and where COT3s have been used and where a physical injury is sighted alongside other issues, then the time

limit should be in line with civil processes. Bullying, silences and disables, COT3s do not stop all initiated bullying practices and a recognition that initial issues

have resurfaced seems to get discounted to the detriment of the victims; physical injury also detriments further and the keenness to silo such injuries out can

throw the bathtub and baby out, especially where whistleblowing injuries exist. The areas of jurisdiction that don’t involve health could be brought to access under

equality; but where ‘detriment’ exists then that very word ought to flag up concerns in access and for which employees/workers.

Noted: no discoverability

Maybe the human right to an effective remedy and being late for a tribunal could exist in a referral to a higher or other court, even if for a point or a ruling so to be

sent back, the reasons for lateness then not being seen to be a conflict in the tribunal, thus the rulings needed on all other issues can move on?

Noted: ‘reasonably practicable’ – this could include consideration for those ‘required’ to cross jurisdictions where discoverability is in that jurisdiction – another

reason to share/refer/re-refer.

If so, should the amended time limit be six months or some other period?:

As above more and greatly extended.

Consultation Question 3: In types of claim (such as unfair dismissal) where the time limit can at present only be extended where it was “not

reasonably practicable” to bring the complaint in time, should employment tribunals have discretion to extend the time limit where they

consider it just and equitable to do so? (Please see paragraph 2.62 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Again as above, the reasons for not being on time could include further detriment or control by others or a needed knowledge. Safety should be considered

especially where whistleblowing and community safety is an issue. Rurality is an issue certainly in parts of Scotland and I am sure no different elsewhere and

could become a consideration along with other equality issues and may fit the proposals later especially if a detrimented employee/worker has to go back into the

community left.

Noted: ‘six years’ but ‘five years’ in Scotland so what of Scottish employees/workers with UK wide employers if tribunals are to be the same as civil courts?

Noted: ‘just and equitable’ cases where employee has left employment but the detriments follow.

Noted: ACAS, however injured/personal injured, maybe disadvantaged especially where damage is to be awaited or assessed, especially where whistleblowing

injuries are suspected. Cases with ‘arising from’ I think need tribunal input even if ACAS is involved, as the consideration that processes are doable by the

individual and that legal advice is only advised, seems very unsatisfactory now I have experienced several processes. ACAS agreements do seem to be more for

the benefit of the employers and do not regard the ones that are breached or where conducts continue?

Restrictions on the jurisdiction of employment tribunals - discrimination

Consultation Question 4: We provisionally propose that the county court should retain jurisdiction to hear non-employment discrimination

claims. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 3.24 of the consultation paper.)

No

Please expand on your answer. :

Disagree, not a good argument at 3.20(3), wherever the expertise in employment issues is, if arising out of employment i.e. whistleblowing injury/personal injury

and codes that are there for some employments silence, then why would a civil court be a better forum. If ‘arising’ or ‘continuing’ from employment, the issues

ought to be allowed to a shared hearing with shared concurrent opinions which read to each other, or to be referred to either jurisdiction on some points so far

considered out of jurisdiction.

Noted: no ‘lay representative body’ in Scotland 3.20(4) to aid, ‘legal aid’ is not available.

If there is a ‘duty to do’ in a job and the duty to do discriminates i.e. say in silencing or as a rural issue, then this might beat the indirect and direct outcome

discussed as being the same, and be worthy of being heard by two jurisdictions.

As with some injuries, where the originating cause may exist in the previous workplace but continue out with the workplace or employment leaving the facts in one

jurisdiction and an origin in another, and both courts different, a shared hearing or a referral from one to another would focus and save time. I feel this would be of

benefit even if it meant two cases or a pathway, as I would have had the confidence all issues heard and which issues to carry and where, and seemingly to be

more important for a civil court, how. It seems it is not until you reach the end of a process you can see what it ought to have contained which seems

unsatisfactory for all and surely as with other restrictions an effective remedy is to be an account for all, all being equal should not be left out.

Consultation Question 5: Should employment tribunals be given concurrent jurisdiction over non-employment discrimination claims?

(Please see paragraph 3.32 of the consultation paper.)



Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes, If a non-employment case had facts that were first in employment then rose elsewhere then it seems fair and equal to have the jurisdiction in an employment

tribunal but in some cases as seems to be suggested in further questions, if poss ble a share where both an employment judge and non-employment judge sit

together or sit after each other but on the same case seems to be efficient. Humans cannot split themselves and the detriment from an employment situation can

impact in non-employment issues so employment issues ought to be cleared for a consideration with a recognised step that can be carried.

If a discrimination against a person at work is because of a duty to do at work, and the discrimination results in acts outside work, then both judges should at least

inform each other or step after each other so in effect there has been a joint sitting at an eventual conclusion. Health and care work can involve communities and

third parties and wider duties, and not as clear cut edges as other types of work situations. Also Equality and Discrimination seem close as a knowledge to sit

together.

Noted: UNISON UKSC 2017 did not understand disability and older children with disability being still with parents and at disadvantage.

Consultation Question 6: If employment tribunals are to have concurrent jurisdiction over non-employment discrimination claims, should

there be power for judges to transfer claims from one jurisdiction to the other? (Please see paragraph 3.33 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

See whole answer below

If so, what criteria should be used for deciding whether a case should be transferred: (1) from county courts to employment tribunals; :

Yes and both …

and/or (2) from employment tribunals to county courts?:

Yes and both …

Should county courts be given the power to refer questions relating to discrimination cases to employment tribunals? :

Yes and both ways if a non-employment jurisdiction is required but tied in employment as originating facts. An injury/ personal injury having to be in another court

but having facts relating to work duties or failures should be heard in both jurisdictions, and the employment expertise should go up with the claimant almost as if

giving a permission or a power to speak and clarity on what and how. It is different in a tribunal being able to speak but in a civil court not knowing why you cannot

speak on some things or when to on others and the rules before you are allowed to speak.

Noted: if having to cross jurisdictions, then an employment case should not have fees in a civil arena as arising from an employment. There are gaps in legal aid,

and gaps of capacity for legal aid in some areas, and for some detriments, so fees will be a barrier to access to justice for those already detrimented by work

harms and by wage harm and possibly further by some i.e. female family carer even before the lack of legal aid is considered. There could be further

discriminations in access to justice for instance some injuries at work, some benefits are not recognised, low pay but high enough to discount benefits, before a

financial detriment caused by an employer’ conduct.

Noted: There may be no legal aid for injuries/personal injuries even if caused at work and required to cross jurisdiction.

Noted: R (UNISON) [2017] there was a misunderstanding of parents as carers instead of being parents of children, carers being any person caring for anyone

with a disability or a frailty, the children would have to have a disability, there are added pressures.

Consultation Question 7:If employment tribunals are to have concurrent jurisdiction over non-employment discrimination claims, should a

triage system be used to allocate the claim as between the county court or the employment tribunal? (Please see paragraph 3.34 of the

consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes, hear all facts at employment, a clear ruling with the relevant jurisdictions noted against all, a decision to hear jointly and decide either as a stepped decision

which could follow the time line of issues as they arose with the remedy or next steps to remedy needed as a joint and systematic shared conclusion; or for others

a hearing jointly the first decision with the allowed conclusions and the next steps to be then taken over and finalised and decided upon and concluded by the civil

judge now having all information. In personal injuries and discriminations and other wrongs originating at work if having to cross jurisdiction to a civil court should

be allowed to have called up an employment judge to hear and advise into a decision or be allowed a tribunal to hear first and give the claimant what they may

carry in the format ready for a civil court, only a sheet of paper to their name and no-one to help and access issues as to reading ability does not appear as just

and fair or equal.

If so, what form should this triage take?:

As above

Consultation Question 8: Do consultees consider that employment judges should be deployed to sit in the county court to hear

non-employment discrimination claims? (Please see paragraphs 3.40 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. : 

Could be used with concurrent jurisdiction – yes, the cross-ticketing sounds fair so both jurisdictions can share and gain knowledge and complex cases will act for 

other cases to come being decided in full. Agencies could benefit too i.e. health and safety, care commissions. 

It seems proper not to deny a litigant an expertise available in any court, if the aim is to give an effective remedy; it seems best to have all at one sitting and in 

one forum. I believe some tribunals can input to a higher court on some Rules but only if the highest court calls, so not knowing English Rules there may be an 

opening to open the door on both sides of a jurisdiction and have vis ble referral routes through lower to higher. Given UNISON UKSC 2017 the fees for those



‘required’ to cross jurisdictions ought to be relooked at as to other courts. Employees detrimented especially if injured and unable to have same wage/career/work

ability then are doubly detrimented, could also be a breach of Equality law, and other court rules could become barriers such as bonds.

Consultation Question 9: If consultees consider that employment judges should be deployed to sit in the county court, should there be

provision for them to sit with one or more assessors where appropriate? (Please see paragraph 3.41 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes, the codes or contracts for some employments can throw up some silos so those impacts need to be considered. There could be a role for mediation or

employment advocates rather than ACAS agreements.

Other restrictions on the jurisdiction of employment tribunals

Consultation Question 10:Should employment tribunals have jurisdiction to hear a claim by an employee for damages for breach of

contract where the claim arises during the subsistence of the employee’s employment? (Please see paragraph 4.14 of the consultation

paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes as facts will be in employment and the issue of contr bution between other parties and facts for other parties may be vital, so a shared jurisdiction maybe

relevant.

Yes, the harm can affect ‘following’ or future and some employers do not want to resolve situations in situ and take recommendations on.

Consultation Question 11:Should employment tribunals have jurisdiction to hear a claim for damages for breach of contract where the

alleged liability arises after employment has terminated? (Please see paragraph 4.16 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Noted1): A very interesting terminology, it certainly seems to allow shared jurisdiction hearings and almost promotes the need to have both employment and civil

judges hear and decide which would of course produce a clear pathway to the actions expected and required to be seen, the conclusions then visible along the

pathway to either a joint conclusion or a concluding end

Noted2): it seems that fees again rise, so just because of a mischief of administrations, an employee damaged must be discriminated and put in an more difficult

and costly arena not of (his) choosing, just because others did not limit their conduct/behaviour, limited their administrations/accesses?

Noted3) injury/personal injury – I have mentioned the unjustness, unfairness, the further damage done to those already as vulnerable having to face rules

weighted to aid large ‘goliaths’ (a title used by legal practitioners recognising the problems that personal injury courts already hold) against usually vulnerable

individual. If injuries no matter injury or personal arise out of work then an employment tribunal must be allowed not only to here but give the injured the tools they

need to go forward or remain and call both jurisdictions together. I certainly would not object to two decisions sitting at one date or having one long pathway of a

decision but to be told you must go alone into another jurisdiction with two words is totally inadequate, becomes timewasting for many while reading and

pre-research and realisations have to be found before a civil process can become proper and of course the frustrations for those who must sit daily, and of course

the unseen costs on families and benefit systems for unknown time.

4)-

5)-

Noted: Again interesting terms at 1.41. The restriction should be removed. As before, wrongs during employment and others that continue arising from thereafter

are still due or enduring thus the sums that ought to have been awarded if all was complete or known ought to be allowed to be claimed. The human right for an

effective remedy surely must mean a complete knowledge and assessment of a loss must be known before the effective remedy decided. To hold back that

effective remedy or full award, surely is a discrimination on those having suffered at work especially if being required to be at work and give a status of employee.

For healthcare employees, yes at 10, the harm can continue, to affect and to follow a termination – loss of job, ability to do job especially if in the same trade i.e.

healthcare to healthcare, rural issues magnify but may be not so much healthcare to hotel.

Consultation Question 12: We provisionally propose that the current £25,000 limit on employment tribunals’ contractual jurisdiction should

be increased. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.28 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer.:

Yes the loss is – to the same human and should not be discriminated by being of employment.

As above the restrictions cause satellite causes, so allow the whole case, jointly heard and decide on what must or must be shared and allow a litigant a whole

cause heard, a whole remedy, all parties a whole conclusion and it visible and with advocate not just advice.. To separate a harmed individual is unequal and

allows in prejudice and allows larger respondents to ignore or use other jurisdictions rules to block and puts up barriers to one effective remedy that allows a

harmed party to move on from ‘the point they would have been had the harm not happened’. It is what is in effect, a half judgement on a cause, and leaves other

unwanted outcomes open.

Noted: (full notice period) believed civil courts can consider loss of work and reasons of injury – it seems unequal on ET claims that a tribunal cannot cap, given a

case may include a person not able to work.



Consultation Question 13:What (if any) should the financial limit on employment tribunals’ contractual jurisdiction be, and why? (Please

see paragraph 4.30 of the consultation paper.)

Please provide your answer below. :

As above, at least the same available to those having access to good advocates in other courts.

It seems reasonable to be the same as a civil court, and inflation is allowed to account for other financial administrations, and yes no limit seems reasonable if

joint jurisdictions on some cases are allowed, and the cause contains many wrongs and damage. Respectable, businesses ought to have had supervisions and

insurances, so for a harmed person not to receive a reasonable and effective sum, because a respondent was not prepared to be respons ble and meet the

above, seems to be wrongful against a detrimented employee/worker.

At 4.29 if made clear, no argument to move, keep as employment tribunal.

What of injury/personal injury as ‘required’ to cross and facts needed and estoppel?

What of impact of an ACAS and ACAS agreement? Upon withdrawl? Upon breach? And estoppel?

What of sums outstanding and estoppel?

Again employment advocates are needed not just advice to have a legal advice – in Scotland the prejudice is upon individual already detrimented

employees/workers. Another ‘undesirable consequence’ is respondents may find it desirable to keep especially where termination of employment is in question?

Consultation Question 14:If the financial limit on employment tribunals’ contractual jurisdiction is increased, should the same limit apply to

counterclaims by the employer as to the original breach of contract claim brought by the employee? (Please see paragraph 4.31 of the

consultation paper.)

Other

Please expand on your answer. :

It seems fair but as employers usually ‘goliaths’ (term in Consultation Scottish Court Rules) there would have to be a surety of a proper support for individuals as

a counterclaim could be a bullying tactic, and easy to defend an unsupported financially detrimented claimant.

Consultation Question 15: Do consultees agree that the time limit for an employee’s claim for breach of contract under the Extension of

Jurisdiction Order should remain aligned with the time limit for unfair dismissal claims? (Please see paragraph 4.39 of the consultation

paper.)

Other

Please expand on your answer. :

The time-limits are too short and ought to consider the impacts of the detriments a person has suffered. It is recognised mental health and injuries impact on the

ability to call for oneself for a very long time, the lack of a job may force a person to move or wait, any damage doing the same, satellite issues may need a long

time if having to be raised in other courts first and then come back.

Tribunal time limits should be re-evaluated – it is very difficult for a claimant to have to take an employment or arisen cause into another court – many employees

especially if young or if an employer has withheld a contract don’t know of rights or if having lost a job or other harms and no supports are left to survive first

before acting. Others may go up a court and need to go back to a tr bunal if a preparation or events are still considered as employment. Legal process, rights

even, are not taught in life or school, no preparations adds to the harm.

Should a different time limit apply if tribunals are given jurisdiction over claims that arise during the subsistence of an employee’s employment? :

Yes as above

Consultation Question 16: We provisionally propose that employment tribunals’ contractual jurisdiction should not be extended to include

claims for damages, or sums due, relating to personal injuries. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.44 of the consultation

paper.)

No

Please expand on your answer. :

If the injuries were of work but then include other parties and contr butions are called, then an employment expertise might be needed as to where one contractual

responsibility ends, especially if an inaction was considered continued.

If the proposals for a shared hearing are accepted then some causes may need an employment judges expertise to be carried into another jurisdiction. There

seem to be some Acts that can allow this.

Need a pathway where some process can be taken into an ET and out – some equal bearing of arms is needed if a claimant is required to leave a Tribunal where

they had considered all matters to be in or out of employment – personally I would prefer one court to hear and rule and if seeing an unprepared claimant then a

system exist as in courts whereby a Diet exists of rules to be obeyed before a hearing – giving a stone for the ‘David’ in ‘David and Goliath’ cases ( a phrase

given to the unequal power and size of some parties in Scottish Court Rule Consultations was realised to cause difficulties) of a proper paper on all matters to be

recognised no matter the jurisdiction or issue to be carried. It seems strange to state Tribunals can be accessed by individuals with no need to have a legal

support as well as advise legal advice, my own experience after a lot of reading of legal cases and books is that ‘David)s do need proper support even before the

possibility of moving court. And time limits do not recognise the levels of preparation for tribunal preparations. Employers if large organisations might consider

upon what would hopefully be a clearly decided paper.

Consultation Question 17:We provisionally propose that the prohibition against employment tribunals hearing claims for contractual

breaches relating to living accommodation should be retained. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.46 of the consultation

paper.)

Other



Please expand on your answer. :

Again I don’t know if a tribunal can sit in another tribunal, Court of Session rules seem to suggest maybe if asked by a court as a land tribunal might be as easily

involved if an employee is also a tenant then both tribunals could be asked to input and I do not know if it is just tribunal etiquette rather than rules that would stop

a tribunal being in another?

Consultation Question 18:We provisionally propose that the prohibition against employment tribunals hearing breach of contract claims

relating to intellectual property rights should be retained. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.49 of the consultation paper.)

Other

Please expand on your answer. :

As above and has been raised in relation to ET and equality and for 19, 20, 21 – if it is recognised some civil courts have problems with employment issues both

courts/tribunals should refer and note or opinion for each other and state steps.

Consultation Question 19:We provisionally propose that the prohibition against employment tribunals hearing claims relating to terms

imposing obligations of confidence (or confidentiality) should be retained. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.59 of the

consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 20:We provisionally propose that the prohibition against employment tribunals hearing claims relating to terms

which are covenants in restraint of trade should be retained. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.60 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 21:We provisionally propose that employment tribunals expressly be given jurisdiction to determine breach of

contract claims relating to workers, where such jurisdiction is currently given to tribunals in respect of employees by the Extension or

Jurisdiction Order. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.64 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 22:If employment tribunals’ jurisdiction to determine breach of contract claims relating to employees is extended in

any of the ways we have canvassed in consultation questions 10 to 20, should tribunals also have such jurisdiction in relation to workers?

(Please see paragraph 4.65 of the consultation paper.)

Other

Please expand on your answer. :

If a ‘worker’ is continually taken on by a company and breaches occur there should be an allowance where a third party has been harmed in that employers made

the decision to employ the worker and ought to have some guards or protection for others to use.

Noted: ‘agency worker’ with ‘family rights’ or ‘employee’ with ‘parental rights’?

: ‘detriments’ and a ‘workers … dismissal … detriment’ and an ‘employees … dismissal … detriment … unfair’?

If consultees consider that there should be any differences between employment tribunals’ contractual jurisdiction in relation to employees and

workers, please provide details.:

As above

Consultation Question 23:We provisionally propose that employment tribunals should not be given jurisdiction to determine breach of

contract disputes relating to genuinely self-employed independent contractors. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.67 of the

consultation paper.)

Other

Please expand on your answer. :

As above if an employee has been harmed and a self-employed person involved (and not insured), an employer ought to have had in place protection and

remedy and policies, as it was the employers decision to employ and cover claim.

Consultation Question 24:We provisionally propose that employment tribunals should continue not to have jurisdiction to hear claims

originated by employers against employees and workers. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.70 of the consultation paper.)

Yes



Please expand on your answer. :

Feels fair as employers would have a chance to defend and if employee is false then a civil court seems correct place to be referred.

Noted: 4.69 A shared hearing maybe best if an employer brings in new issues.

Consultation Question 25:We provisionally propose that employers should continue not to be able to counterclaim in employment

tribunals against employees and workers who have brought purely statutory claims against them. Do consultees agree? (Please see

paragraph 4.73 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Seems correct as the statute ought to be clear on what is not done, and employers can defend if there is a false claim.

Consultation Question 26:Should employment tribunals have jurisdiction to interpret or construe terms in contracts of employment in

order to exercise their jurisdiction under Part I of the ERA 1996? (Please see paragraph 4.78 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes this is as a prevention to further harms and protects others and promotes better and clearer terms for others to note and firms the remedy route.

Consultation Question 27:Should employment tribunals be given the power to hear unauthorised deductions from wages claims which

relate to unquantified sums? (Please see paragraph 4.99 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes especially if due to other breaches under employment.

Yes as is a detriment and as may be part of a varied or continued conduct towards or on a constructive/unfair dismissal.

The reasoning may be competent to hear on another event i.e. ‘or other action’, a wrongful or a constructive event of the employers making.

Consultation Question 28:Where an employment tribunal finds that one or more of the “excepted deductions” listed by section 14(1) to

14(6) of the Employment Rights Act 1996 applies, should the tribunal also have the power to determine whether the employer deducted the

correct amount of money from an employee’s or worker’s wages? (Please see paragraph 4.105 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes seems to properly complete the decision and reason and if lawful or wrongful.

Consultation Question 29: Should employment tribunals be given the power to apply setting off principles in the context of unauthorised

deductions claims? (Please see paragraph 4.108 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

As below

If so: (1) should the jurisdiction to allow a set off be limited to liquidated claims (ie claims for specific sums of money due)? :

It does seem as if the power should be there as a protection for a Tribunal to use i.e. if there is a false claim but protect a usual claimant.

(2) should the amount of the set off be limited to extinguishing the employee’s claim?:

If harms and impacts are still be running a total. In some cases maybe once a case is decided should extinguish on all facts and counts. An effective remedy

seems to require all issues to be aired and accounted for considering the varied jurisdictions allowed so it seems the questions on how to cross and decide over

mixed jurisdictions needs to be better and allowable. Important for individuals to be aided to have the correct support and the tribunal to have the expertise from

civil routes, as maybe more chance of a case having to appear in a civil court or come back on appeals.

Consultation Question 30:We provisionally propose that employment tribunals should continue not to have jurisdiction in relation to

employers’ statutory health and safety obligations. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.116 of the consultation paper.)

No

Please expand on your answer. : 

As at 4.43 and 4.68, the discrimination seems to exist upon those injured/personally injured thus there could be a stretch in some cases to protect, share agency 

expertise, protect if there are offsets, the ET is to protect employees from unlawful treatment and the rulings should aid others to prevent future harms. 

As with civil shared hearings proposals, this is another area to be considered where complex causes and a person suffering under many headings could benefit 

from others expertise. 

Difficult as tr bunals may need more court staff and sharing of expertise but again where a case has health and safety aspects and may have caused detrimental



conduct in a constructively ended employment then the just and fair access to a shared sitting or ruling seems correct. 

Consultation Question 31:We provisionally propose that employment tribunals should continue not to have jurisdiction over workplace

personal injury negligence claims. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.118 of the consultation paper.)

No

Please expand on your answer. :

Another argument for joint tr bunal, equality list, agency expertise. As with civil shared hearings proposals, this is another area to be considered where complex

causes and a person suffering under many headings could benefit from others expertise.

There seems to be a harm in not giving these claimants some sort of firm step from an ET to safety and justly step off a safer gangplank into another court.

Consultation Question 32:We provisionally propose that employment tribunals should retain exclusive jurisdiction over Equality Act

discrimination claims which relate to references given or requested in respect of employees and workers and former employees and

workers. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 4.124 of the consultation paper.)

Other

Please expand on your answer. :

It may be appropriate to share some rulings into other jurisdictions for some causes if so.

As above when as a part of a continuous acts of detriment, and inequality in access to protections (Public Interest) and especially where Equality Act 2010 and

discrimination sits with employment tr bunals.

This consultation document is a statement in itself about the inadequacies for those who have to cross jurisdictions.

Consultation Question 33: Do consultees consider that employment tribunals should have any jurisdiction over common law claims

(whether in tort or contract) which relate to references given or requested in respect of employees and workers (and former employees and

workers)? (Please see paragraph 4.125 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Strongly agree as above. Yes if the refusal or other issue has arisen say because an employee has whistle-blown is then a further detriment and causes more

loss and often not just for the employee but families or small communities. Rulings could improve work conditions for others, thus harm after a termination. And

yes where no references are given as an act of seemingly legal bullying.

Concurrent jurisdiction

Consultation Question 34:Should employment tribunals and civil courts retain concurrent jurisdiction over equal pay claims? (Please see

paragraph 5.36 of the consultation paper.)

Other

Please expand on your answer. :

As with other answers I think if ET and courts ensured a visible and clear procedure of step expected on handover to another court then all parties are clear on

what will follow – employers may find it difficult to explain away a step if all others have follow it.

Consultation Question 35:Should the time limit for bringing an equal pay claim in employment tribunals be extended so that it achieves

parity with the time limit for bringing a claim in the civil courts? (Please see paragraph 5.38 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 36: What other practical changes, if any, are desirable to improve the operation of employment tribunals’ and civil

courts’ concurrent equal pay jurisdiction? (Please see paragraph 5.39 of the consultation paper.)

Please provide your views below. :

Consultation Question 37:Should the current allocation of jurisdictions across employment tribunals and the civil courts regarding the

non-discrimination rule applying to occupational pension schemes remain unchanged? (Please see paragraph 5.49 of the consultation

paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :



Consultation Question 38:The present demarcation of employment tribunals’ and civil courts’ jurisdictions over the TUPE Regulations 2006

should not be changed. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 5.58 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Seems correct if more statutory wrongs are put into employment tribunal jurisdiction if function of employment tr bunal is in effect to hear so in affect oversee the

protections of employees/workers. Civil may be enough to oversee contract and business rights/wrongs.

Noted: 5.54 (5) it is the individuals who would need heard as may not be collectively affected in one swoop but in effect could have been picked off individually.

: 5.55 seem to pick up but if cases lead to i.e. personal injury there ought to be a court referral route, there ought to be a rare test kept that can allow a tribunal to

call or do.

Consultation Question 39:The present demarcation of employment tribunals’, civil courts’ and criminal courts’ jurisdictions over the

Working Time Regulations should not be changed. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 5.67 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 40:Do consultees agree that the present demarcation of employment tribunals’, civil courts’ and criminal courts’

jurisdictions over the NMW should not be changed? (Please see paragraph 5.79 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 41: We provisionally propose that the present demarcation of employment tribunals’ and civil courts’ jurisdictions

over the Blacklists Regulations should not be changed. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 5.87 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 42: Should the £65,300 cap applying to employment tribunal claims brought under the Blacklists Regulations be

increased so that it is the same as the cap on compensatory awards for ordinary unfair dismissal claims, as amended from time to time?

(Please see paragraph 5.88 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Are consultees aware of any cases affected by the £65,300 cap on compensation which have had to be brought in the civil courts?:

Consultation Question 43:Should members of trades or professions who are aggrieved by the decisions of their qualifications bodies be

able to challenge such decisions on public law grounds in the High Court and separately be able to claim unlawful discrimination in the

employment tribunal? (Please see paragraph 5.94 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

If not, please would consultees explain why and what changes they would make.:

Consultation Question 44:Should any other changes be made to the jurisdiction of employment tribunals or of the civil courts in respect of

alleged discrimination by qualifications bodies? (Please see paragraph 5.95 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 45:Should a police officer who is aggrieved by the decision of a police misconduct panel be able to challenge that

decision by way of statutory appeal to the Police Appeals Tribunal and separately to complain that the decision is discriminatory in an

employment tribunal? (Please see paragraph 5.97 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

If consultees take the view that the answer is “no”, what changes do they suggest?:

Restrictions on orders which may be made in employment tribunals



Consultation Question 46:Our provisional view is that employment tribunals should not be given the power to grant injunctions. Do

consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 6.7 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

Consultation Question 47:Should employment tribunals have the power to apportion liability between co-respondents in discrimination

cases, so that each is separately liable to the claimant for part of the compensation? (Please see paragraph 6.13 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes, important an individual gets a full award, as reason supposedly is said to put a person back to as near the position as if they had never been detrimented or

harmed, and seems ‘fair and equitable’ that co-respondents share if on a pathway of harms and detriments.

Noted: ‘just and equitable’ seems to be fair on all parties but seems equally fair if ‘joint and several’ agreed decided that parties have right to agree to if admit to a

genuinely different and divisible point.

If so, on what basis should tribunals apportion liability? :

As above

Consultation Question 48:We provisionally propose that employment tribunals should be given the power to make orders for contribution

between respondents in appropriate circumstances and subject to appropriate criteria. Do consultees agree? (please see paragraph 6.20 of

the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes very confusing, if equity in an effective remedy seems fair and equitable in respondents right to agree to what they will and agree share.

Yes it seems correct especially if hearings or rulings are to be shared and if a cause is required to cross jurisdictions and another respondent not of employment

is having to bear the full weight of a case just because of a jurisdiction yet can see what is another third respondent in a tr bunal; this could be a prejudice and

leave a claimant unequal again.

If so, we welcome consultees’ views as to appropriate circumstances and criteria.:

As above

Consultation Question 49:If respondents are given the right to claim contribution from one another in employment tribunals, do consultees

consider that... (Please see paragraph 6.21 of the consultation paper.)

this right should precisely mirror the position as regards common law claims brought in the civil courts?:

Yes and modified as third parties may cross different areas and i.e. another business or employer or local authority. To combat difficulty for an individual to have a

decided award paid, a tribunal ought to be given the power or a path to refer to a civil court to order a payment of awards or part award if a co-respondent avoids.

It seems correct where there are other, in effect respondents, that they are called to contribute. It does not seem or feel right that a claimant has to tie different

rules or that one respondent is left to carry all where a detrimental event has been shared or is as along a ‘continued’ pathway to events. This seems to be one

reason why a shared hearing or some sharing of a decision or a shared Diet for cases where several detriments have been suffered by the same employee or

group of employees.

Noted: Are there implications where a group of employees suffer under one employer?

or be modified to suit the employment context? If the latter, we would be grateful to hear consultees’ views on appropriate modifications.:

As above

Consultation Question 50:Should employments tribunals be given the jurisdiction to enforce their own orders for the payment of money?

(Please see paragraph 6.28 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes, the prejudice is usually on the claimant, Goliaths’ v David’s over those already harmed/detrimented (Scottish Court Fees consultation term) so if individuals

are more expected, then it seems right the tribunal giving an order ought to be able to follow it: if not then there ought to be a secure referral to a civil court to

enforce; but fee barriers ought to be considered.

Yes, good advocates have shown much can change and be argued upon for changes for the protection of employees who have had unlawful detriments, these

should not be held back by barriers to access to, or meet no route at all, to that effective remedy.

If so, what powers should be available to employment tribunals and what would be the advantages of giving those powers to tribunals instead of

leaving enforcement to the civil courts? :

As above

The employment appeal tribunal's jurisdiction



Consultation Question 51:Should the EAT be given appellate jurisdiction over the CAC’s decisions in respect of trade union recognition

and derecognition disputes? (Please see paragraph 7.18 of the consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Where a company does not recognise a union or employees as members and this causes conflict or employee types are harmed and without advocacy a sharing

of expertise ought to be allowed.

If such an appellate jurisdiction were created, do consultees agree that it should be limited to appeals on questions of law?:

Consultation Question 52:We provisionally propose that there is no need to alter or remove the EAT’s current jurisdiction to hear original

applications in certain limited areas. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 7.22 of the consultation paper.)

Not Answered

Please expand on your answer. :

An employment and equalities list?

Consultation Question 53:We provisionally propose that an informal specialist list to deal with employment-related claims and appeals

should be established within the Queen’s Bench Division of the High Court. Do consultees agree? (Please see paragraph 8.8 of the

consultation paper.)

Yes

Please expand on your answer. :

Yes on other equality issues in employment and if arising out of to cover any issue that an employee is required to go to another court.

Yes on damages, yes shared list, yes share the expertise.

If so, what subject matter should come within its remit?:

Consultation Question 54:What name should it be given: Employment List, Employment and Equalities List or some other name? (Please

see paragraph 8.9 of the consultation paper.)

Employment and Equalities List

Please expand on your answer. :

Employment and Equalities List




